
Please note: Bookings should be made one day in advance by 15:00. In case of last-minute bookings please check availability from reception. All 
activities require the participation of at least 2 people. We reserve the right to make changes to the program in case of challenging weather 
conditions and other circumstances. 
Cancellation policy: Bookings can be cancelled without any cost 5 days before the tour. If cancellation is made less than 5 days before the tour or 
in case of no-show we reserve the right to charge   100 % of the total amount. Please note that last-minute bookings made on-site will be 
confirmed once the booking is paid. In case of last-minute cancellation or no-show we reserve the right to keep  100 % of the total amount.  

 

INDIVIDUAL TOURS 1.7.-18.11.2018     minimum 2 person 

1. Nature tour around lake Ahvenlampi at Luosto (2 hours)     59€/person 
The purest nature in Europe greets you on our walking near beautiful lake where grows old pine trees and one of the greenest 
nature in the world. Since the Ice age the Lappish wild herbs garnered from these lush forests have nurtured both the body and 
soul of the indigenous Sámi people. On this tour you will learn a lot about treasures of Lappish nature. 
 
2. Arctic sky, Nature trail & Northern lights photographing (2hours)   69€/person  
The purest nature in Europe greets you on our easy walking tour. We will walk to the best place near your hotel, where 
conditions are good for seeing northern lights and arctic sky.  On our way beautiful trail goes through the old pine tree forest, 
what surrounds the lake. In this tour you will hear lot of stories and facts about arctic nature, sky, northern lights and way of life 
in Lapland. You will learn how to use your camera settings and how to photograph northern lights.  *available 1.9.18-30.4.19 
 
3. Culture of Eastern Lapland (3 hours)      105€/person 
Suvanto is one of the few villages in Lapland that survived from burning during World War II. Its architecture and atmosphere 
with the beautiful landscape are great experiences around the year. This village has been granted Europa Nostra price and it was 
a nominee as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. On our tour to nature heritage center of Naava you will see an interesting 
exhibition and learn about Pyhä-Luosto’s geology, nature and the cultural history of the Sámi people. 
 
4. Reindeer farm visit (2 hours)      69€/person  
On our tour you can see the reindeer up close, feed them and learn about their life.  
 
5. Amethyst mine tour (2 hours)      89€/person 
The Amethyst Mine hides many jewels, and some of them can be up to 2000 million years old. If you are lucky, you can find the 
most famous jewel in Lapland – the Shaman jewel. During the tour you can take wonderful photos of the magnificent landscapes 
and wilderness. *available 1.7-30.10.2018 
 
6.  Walk in Pyhä-Luosto National park (3 hours)     79€/person 
Hiking in Pyhä-Luosto national park to Finland’s deepest gorge provides an unforgettable experience. The Isokuru Ravine is 
about 2.5 billion years old, and several ice ages have shaped the rugged landscape. During the hike you will learn about the 
geological history of the area, as well as the nature and the history of the Sámi people.  
 
7.  Canoeing on river (5 hours)      105€/person 
River Pyhä flows easily through the wilderness and it's a great experience for everybody. On our 13 km long canoeing tour you 
may even see our animals or a small pike jumping in a river. We will stop on the way to roast sausages in a small hut and have 
some hot drinks. One canoe is suitable for 2–3 persons. *available 1.7-15.10.2018 
 
8.  Canoeing on lake Pyhäjärvi (3 hours)     79€/person 
Come and enjoy the beauty of nature on our canoeing tour on Lake Pyhäjärvi. Canoeing is a nice and relaxing activity and is 
suitable also for beginners. Our guide will teach you the basics. In the middle of the tour we will take a break and enjoy some 
drinks and small snacks. One canoe is suitable for 2–3 persons. *available 1.7-15.10.2018 
 
9.  Fishing tour (3 hours)      79€/person  
What if a strong trout or a pike catches your lure? These are just some of the great moments you might experience on this tour. 
Also graylings as well as many other species live in our waters. We will enjoy the atmosphere and have some delicious snacks 
traditional black pot coffee around the campfire. We will enjoy delicious snacks and traditional black pot coffee around the 
campfire. If you catch a fish, we can roast it for you over the fire. Includes friendly guiding, equipment and transportation. If you 
want to spin fish extra charge is 30€ for licenses. *available 1.7-15.10.2018 
 
10.  Birdwatching and nature trail (3 hours)     79€/person 
This nature trail leads you through the beautiful forest and continues on duckboards over the wonderful mire. You can climb up 
to a bird observation tower and watch the life of the birds on the bog. During our tour you will learn a lot more about the nature 
and Lapland. 
 

11. Santa-Claus meeting with your wishes (20min-1hour)     299€ /group 
 
 


